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VANARI LORD REGENT
Each Lord Regent carries high authority within the Vanari military, for they are
representatives of Tyrion himself. These august warriors glow with the highly charged
aetherquartz they wear, inspiring those around them through word as well as deed.
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MELEE WEAPONS

Range

Attacks

To Hit

To Wound

Rend

Damage

Regent’s Sword
Horns and Claws

1"
1"

5
3

2+
3+

3+
4+

-1
-

1
1

DESCRIPTION
A Vanari Lord Regent is a single model armed
with a Regent’s Sword.
MOUNT: This model’s Lightcourser attacks with
its Horns and Claws.

ABILITIES
Purest Aetherquartz: Every Lord Regent carries
a reserve of the finest aetherquartz, which burns
with the dazzling brilliance of Hysh.
Subtract 1 from hit rolls for attacks that target
this model, and add 1 to the casting roll when it
attempts to cast Greater Power of Hysh. If this
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If the unmodified hit roll for an attack made with
a Regent’s Sword is 6, that attack inflicts 1 mortal
wound on the target and the attack sequence
ends (do not make a wound or save roll).

MAGIC
This model is a Wizard. It can attempt to cast 1
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Greater Power of Hysh has a casting value of
7. If successfully cast, pick up to D3 friendly
Lumineth Realm‑lords units with the
Sunmetal Weapons ability that are wholly within
18" of the caster and visible to them. Until your
next hero phase, the Sunmetal Weapons ability of
those units causes mortal wounds to be inflicted
on an unmodified hit roll of 5+ instead of 6.
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Greater Power of Hysh: Lumineth wizards
can use their arcane arts to empower sunmetal,
making it burn with an even greater intensity.

Sunmetal Weapons: The blades carried by
Vanari Lord Regents are forged from sunmetal,
which can burn a victim from the inside out.
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spell in your hero phase and attempt to unbind
1 spell in the enemy hero phase. It knows the
Greater Power of Hysh spell.

model is part of a Lumineth Realm‑lords army
and uses its last aetherquartz reserve, this ability
cannot be used by this model for the rest of
the battle.

VANARI BANNERBLADE
The central point of many a Vanari battleline, each Bannerblade is a locus of surety in
the maelstrom of battle. The World Banners they bear are priceless artefacts, for they
can unleash the power of a Hyshian dawn to blind, melt and even kill.
MELEE WEAPONS

Range

Attacks

To Hit

To Wound

Rend

Damage

Bannerblade’s Sword

1"

4

2+

3+

-1

1

DESCRIPTION
A Vanari Bannerblade is a single model armed
with a Bannerblade’s Sword.

ABILITIES
World Banner: This mighty standard is adorned
with symbols of great importance to the Lumineth.
In extremis, it can be used to unleash a blast of
Hyshian energy to smite enemies.

In addition, once per battle at the start of any
phase, you can say that this model will draw
on the power of its World Banner. If you do so,
roll a dice for each enemy unit within 18" of
this model. If the roll is equal to or less than the
number of the current battle round, that unit
suffers D3 mortal wounds, and subtract 1 from
hit rolls for that unit until the end of that phase.

Sunmetal Weapons: The swords carried by
Vanari Bannerblades are forged from sunmetal,
which can burn a victim from the inside out.
If the unmodified hit roll for an attack made
with a Bannerblade’s Sword is 6, that attack
inflicts 1 mortal wound on the target and the
attack sequence ends (do not make a wound or
save roll).

Add 1 to the Bravery characteristic of friendly
Lumineth Realm-lords units that are wholly
within 18" of any friendly Bannerblades. Add
3 instead of 1 if any of those Bannerblades is
within 3" of any enemy units.
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